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Toy soldiers xbox 360 review

Friday, March 12, 2010. by Ken Laffrenier At my age, married, two daughters, a dog and a cat (both female) I find myself surrounded by frilly items, dolls and cutesy dress up toys. I try daily both to encourage and rationalize the fact that when shopping for toys I should search for Barbie, Polly or LPS (Littlest Pet Shop for the uninitiated). I look at my loving
family and thank all that is good for the happiness that fills my heart and soul. But every now and then I stray to the 'real' toy. Guys, you know what I'm talking about; the action figures, miniature cars, toy guns and trucks that seem to become more sophisticated every year. I tried to blend in these items on birthdays and Christmas and, that it's not 1950, no
one really seems to think so, however; Girls will always make girls and the fringe and tea cups to the top of the pile. ? Thanks?, you say, but why the useless, but incredibly interesting, information? I wanted to make sure that everyone reading this understands why I wanted to get my hands on this title so badly. For me this is exactly what my entire household
needs, traditional toys presented in the easy-to-clean video console format. Signal Studios, a brand new developer, has managed to do something in the industry to recognize it as the 'copper ring' of start-ups. Not only have they put together a unique and enjoyable title, but they have done it using their own gaming engine; the Sig Engine. How many times
have we heard of a new studio that failed to deliver or, more generally, experienced a title of a new studio that is just new paint on an old cover? Congratulations, Signal Studios, you are on your way to a running start; so much so that Microsoft is using their premier title to launch the 'countdown' to the Xbox 360's new 'Gameroom' experience. Toy Soldiers,
undeniably, has its base in the 'tower defense' gaming format. But it is the 'action/strategy' format that sets it apart from the many forgettable offerings out there. The idea is surprisingly simple; Take the traditional toy soldier toys and make them more interactive. However, it is the twists that create the fun. Firstly, These toy soldiers are not formatted around
the old, plastic, a color (easy to melt, hehe), toys that come so easy to come by, but are rather based around the classic metal diorama style toys that are most prominent in the 50s and 60s (as your family could afford). Everyone who has seen these pieces has imagined the epic battles that could be fought and won; having them come to life is as satisfying
as anything my mind may have composed. Secondly, the game is as straightforward as any top of the line game can be; Protect your 'toy box' and defeat the bad guys. Finally, it's a good time to be be able to jump into one of your many weapons emplacements, tanks and planes you master of your own destiny (none (none (no swear at the AI for not picking
the one soldier who magically meanders past your defenses). The gameplay area is set up as a WW1, miniature, diorama in a games room or children's bedroom. Surrounding the playground are lamps, dressers and plenty of novelty items to make you feel like you're in control of a small toy battlefield. Some of my favorite moments are when waiting for the
next wave you happen to notice another detail that is not necessary, but really adds to the overall enjoyment. Controls are virtually seamless, you're focused with specific tasks, and you try to complete them by placing different units within the playing field. You upgrade, sell, repair or take control of one of your placed units. When you're in control, you take a
third-person perspective of the environment and influence the outcome with your actions; Do you take out the soldiers or the planes first? There are 4 difficulty levels to ensure that even the most novice gamer can progress in the game. The more you play, the more you become engrossed in the different tasks and milestones you find everywhere; from trying
to score the 'General' grade to filling out the nostalgic rations box. The sound has great moments and frustrating moments. The in-game sounds of the battlefield are excellent; You are forced to work harder, focus court and even celebrate when completing basic tasks, but some of the games musical soundtracks are hard to take for an extended period of
time. The music is traditional early 1900s songs that are thankfully only most prominent during loading and menu screens. As a pleasant addition to this title, the multiplayer offering is very engaging. I was apprehensive at first because I really enjoyed the single player campaign and found it hard to rationalize how playing one on one with another gamer could
work. But the multiplayer adds an extra bit of strategy to your arsenal; instead of just defending your 'toy box' now you're on the offensive against your opponents' 'toy box'. Multiplayer is only 2 player, online or split screen, and offers only 5 unique cards, but go against, and try to outsmart, a live player takes all the cunning and luck of any other title I've
played. The breadth and depth of this title is excellent. To have it offered as a 1200 point Xbox Live Arcade title is stellar. To finally have a real male gender based toy around the house is all I could have wished for. There is a demo of this title available for download and while it outlines the basics, it doesn't even begin to demonstrate why this title is definitely
the most downloaded title of the Arcade ever. Thanks to Studios, you have set the bar very high ... wow you really have a challenge ahead of you. In short: 8.4 /10 Gameplay: 8.5 /10 Visuals: 8.6 / 10 Sound: 8.3 / 10 When you hear the name Toy Soldiers, it can conjure up images of the de de green army coming out of a bucket in Toy Story or perhaps recall
martika's 80s hit of the same name. Unsurprisingly, the stars of this tower defense game have more in common with the former than with the latter, but they are not risking their green-and-tan bodies in attacks on armchairs or in defense of dining tables. On the contrary, they play out World War I scenarios on battlefields that, though small enough to be overtowered by desktop lights, look a lot like the real thing. If you're not busy arranging defensive gun emplacements and the like on these dioramas, you're free to take them along with all the tanks, planes and sniper towers you'll find. This makes Toy Soldiers a particularly engaging entry into the tower defense genre because you have more to do than watch
your defense at work. It's also very nice, and great value at 1200 Microsoft points (US$15) because it offers a Survival mode, as well as competitive multiplayer in addition to two decent format campaigns. Your goal in Toy Soldiers is always the same: protect the toy box that represents your base that sits conspicuously on the battlefield. Suitable building
points for defenses are arranged nearby and, occasionally, all over the battlefield. They come in two sizes: small construction points are suitable for anti-infantry rifles, chemical weapons and mortars, while large construction points are suitable for antiair cannons and long-range cannons. The prerequisite for victory for campaign missions is that no more than
20 enemies can reach your base, and unlike their counterparts in other tower defense games, enemies don't all follow the same route - even if their movements are still tightly scripted. Infantry, cavalry, armored cars, tanks, fighter planes and bombers all pose different challenges, and keeping an eye on the enemy unit queue to see what two or three types
come next is key. When you start each mission, the limited resources at your disposal are rarely enough to build more than a few defenses, but you earn money for every enemy that falls, so it doesn't take long before you use all the construction sites properly. Money is also used to repair and upgrade defenses, although you'll only get access to upgrades as
you progress through the campaign. And that's a good thing too, because while the simple controls make all of the build and upgrade options easily accessible, it takes a while to figure out which defenses are most effective in which situations. A level-three weapon is not always preferable to a level-two one, and you often go through with a lower level defense
when you man them yourself. You hop on defensive at any time, and using them is as easy as pointing them in the right direction and squeezing the trigger button. When they are available, vehicles work in much the same way, but it's worth noting that every vehicle you leave leaves too long or that being destroyed takes a minute or so to become available
again. An understanding of how all your defensive options work is especially important in missions that end with a boss fight. Bosses include giant tanks, blimps and trains, and although the same bosses appear in both campaigns, your battles with them play very differently. Even more than regular missions, the boss levels often require some trial and error
to beat. You need to remember the boss's movements and position your defense accordingly. Sometimes you have to break down one defense to replace it with another in the middle of a fight just so you can get a weapon with the right range, or manually reposition an existing defense so that it points in the right direction when the boss moves. It can be
frustrating to replay the same level over and over again, but each failed attempt makes you better prepared for the next one, and because you do it a little better each time, you're less likely to give up. Defensive gun emplacements are even more effective when you check. After defeating the Allies' 12 mission campaign, unlock the Campaign+ mode played
from the perspective of the Central Forces. The bosses and maps are largely unchanged, but the missions play very differently because you're up against more challenging enemies. In some cases, the remixed missions are also played at night, which limits your visibility. Even more challenging is the elite difficulty level available for every mission you've
previously defeated. Unlike the other three difficulty options, which do exactly what you would expect, cranking up the game to elite changes the gameplay quite significantly because your defense no longer automatically shoots at anything. You have to take control of each position manually, which makes for a much more hectic experience. The similarly
challenging Survival mode also changes gameplay, sending wave after wave of enemies aboard an armored train until your base inevitably falls. None of these modes is as fun as regular campaign play, but they are welcome additions because they add some variety and offer a lasting challenge. In addition to all that single player content, Toy Soldiers
supports competitive competitions for two players, both online and via split-screen. In these games you have control over your attack, as well as your defense; Choose which units to send in battle in addition to the infantry that is automatically handled. You just push Y to bring up your offensive menu, choose which of the three different unit types you want to
submit, and then they appear on the map about a minute later. Multiplayer maps are symmetrical, so both players a base to defend and have the same building points to work with. If they are closely contested, multiplayer battles are even more fun than the Missions. That's not always the case, though, because once one player gets the upper hand, it can be
extremely difficult for the other to get back into the fight. The most obvious multiplayer error, though, is that tanks and planes are overpowered - the former, because they can be easily used to destroy defenses of great range; the latter because it is possible to fly them so quickly into the enemy's base that anti-air guns have no chance. Multiplayer is also held
back from greatness by a lack of content. There are only five cards available, and custom game options that let you determine which units are available, how much money each player starts, and things like that are only available when you're playing against friends. If none of your friends want to play, your only option is to jump on a random card in a ranked
match against any opponent. Steerable tanks and planes, which can be disabled in friendly games, are always enabled in ranked battles, and too often, it is these vehicles that determine the winner. They are often a necessary evil, though, because they prevent games from turning into long stalemates. The bird's eye view is useful for moving quickly across
the battlefield. Other than some occasional drops in the framerate when playing online, the presentation is uniformly impressive in Toy Soldiers. Units are detailed enough that they keep up close investigation, and if it's not for the timepiece keys sticking out of tanks and the little cogs that fall to the ground when soldiers are killed, you could easily mistake this
for attempting to realistically re-create the Great War. The battlefields, which offer a lot of variety, also have a believable look - at least until you realize that the horizon looks like it's hand-painted on the inside of a box. Occasionally you get a hazy look at the real world beyond the confines of battlefield diorama as well, which serves as a sometimes necessary
reminder that you're playing with toys. Despite its limited multiplayer offerings, Toy Soldiers is a great game where you can easily sink in for a dozen or more hours without feeling like you've seen everything it has to offer. You could keep playing because you're competing with friends on the online leaderboards for each level or, perhaps, because you want to
unlock a Pickelhaube reward for your avatar. However, you usually keep coming back to Toy Soldiers, as there's plenty of fun to be had, even after you've defeated each mission and won a multiplayer battle on every map. Map.
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